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relevant and socially responsible reselirch and teaching. In the 1970\s, undoubtedly, the
press will be toward providing new kinds of services, kinds long associated with labor
unions. And if the poor economic situation and the drop in enrollments in schools and col-

and demographers now predict, this press too will be impcssible lo resist. Like the changes
of the sixties, these changes in our Association and in the educational enterprise in gen-
eral, will probably be good. However, with the benefits which can accrtie may come a loss
which renders our gains meaningless. This is the loss of belief in and pursuit of learning and
of excellence.

There are already some ominous signs. One is ihe increasing interest of the academic
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Becker, com. from page ^^^^^ ^^ knowledge. (This problem of frag- amalgams of them all—can stimulate us to
The field of communication has probably mentation, of course, is not our field's alone; new and more useful visions, to different

not been so successful at this continual de- it is a problem in the entire academic com- ways of looking at the phenomena of com-

most notably physics and chemistry and, to munity of which the academy is only a part. ties perceive new relationships and new and

science. If we had been as successful as we that we have no common ground for dis- ence of fresh frames of reference alone will
should have been, communication training course, no common base from which to co- not lead us to new perceptions; our minds
today would be so well-developed in the operatively attack and resolve the prob- and our sensibilities must be open to them,
secondary cind primary schools that only lerns facing our society. Working toward a We rniist take the cue from physicist Robert
the rare secondary school graduate would core or set of cores for our field is a major Oppenheimer who suggested that
need more training at preparing and deliver- step toward decreasing the fragmentation
ing a speech, participating in di.scussion, or in these larger communities.) When a friend tells us of a new discovery
writing an acceptable essay. The basic meth- I do not mean to suggest that there is we may not understand, we may not be
ods of analyzing a speech or essay would be something sacred or inviolable about the able to listen without jeopardizing the
well known by all college undergraduates, present organization of our field—of our work that is ours and closer to us; but we
if not by all high school students. An as- departments, schools, colleges, and univer- cannot find in a book or canon—and we
sortment of communication and rhetorical sities. I am not advocating that all of us stay should not seek—grounds for hallowing
theories would be part of the intellectual wedded to the same academic mates until our ignorance. If a man tells us that he
tools of any bright high school graduate— death do us part, though it does seem that sees differently than we, or that he finds
or at least of the eollege sophomore—who some of us may be rushing out of wedlock beautiful what we find ugly, we may have

In order to facilitate this downward thrust rather that, so long as we remain bedfel- ble; but tnat is our weakness and our de-
of knowledge and skill in our field, we must lows, we use all that we can find or conceive fault. If we must live with a perpetual
develop more press from the top, press that we have in common in order to build sense that the world and the men in it are
caused by the sheer weight or mass of a maximum of social and intellectual sup- greater than we and too much for us; let
knowledge being developed. Were that mass port for our teaching and research. The it be the measure of our virtue that we
greater, we would be searching for means to hasty fragmentation of our field is too often know this and seek no comfort. Above all,
insure that our graduate students acouired unnecessary and counterproductive, just as let us not proclaim that the limits of our
it and would probably discover only two the separation between teacher and scholar powers correspond to some special wis-
practical ways; one would be to re-organize that occurs often these days is unnecessary dom in our choice of life, of learning, or
and synthesize as much ofthe knowledge as and counterproductive. This separation and of beauty."
we could in order to reduce redundancy and fragmentation produce a tension that hin-
to eliminate what is least relevant, and the ders rather than supports our work. There is Too often, as Oppenheimer suggests, we
other would be to enable students to learn also counterproductive tension in our field, don't permit new thoughts or visions to en-
more of it before they enter graduate school. as in many fields, among the humanists, the ter our minds; we find it more comfortable
The entire process would be repeated at the social scientists, and the technologists, each to perceive everything in the old framework
undergraduate level, then at the secondary of whom is convinced too often that his or —to look only for what is the same, rather
level, the primary level, and finally in the her methods or approaches are the most im- than for what might be different. There are
pre-school and home. portant means of resolving communication those, for example, who look at contem-

All of this, of course, presupposes certain problems. It will help us to reduce these porary black drama and see nothing new-
scholarly values—values which we must tensions if we remind ourselves that the most and, at one level of abstraction, there is
struggle to maintain in the academy, or per- important element in resolving problems— nothing new. One can find ways to describe
haps even to develop further. in developing fruitful theoretical ideas and most Black drama with an Aristotelian

It is because of this need for maintenance fruitful practice—has little to do with re- analytical scheme just about as easily as one
of our scholarly values that we in the field search method or materials^ it has to do can descrtbe a Greek or Eltzabcthsn play
of communication must think about who we rather with creative imagination. Seldom, with such a scheme. But that scheme does
are, what our field encompasses, and what if ever, does a fresh theoretical idea come not help us to perceive all that is possible to
our central intellectual core is. Research on losicallv out of our research findings or out perceive in that Black drama. Just so, the
the sociology of knowledge has demon- of the existence of a technology. The iresh concept of "thromiscs''—a combination of
strated clearly the importance of one's idea comes from the workings of a mind threat and promise often present when peo-
scholarly community to the values one holds which wi-e.? the findings of research or schol- pie conflict—which John Bowers recently
and the commitments one has. Since the arship or the knowledge ot technology as wrote about m Sp€€ch A^oHo^rophs^ is
Age of Enlightenment, we have recognized stimuli; the idea represents an imaginative easily perceived as subsumed by game the-
that if enlightenment is lo be more than leap beyond those stimuli. Data—whether ory or even by stimulus-response learning
sporadic and lackadaisical—even accidental numbers or tidbits of information from theory. Perceiving the concept those ways
—it must be a cooperative venture, a com- diaries or speeches or the texts of plays or undoubtedly makes the perceiver more
munity affair.̂  The acceptance of core shots from a film or television program—do comfortable, however, it reduces the prob-
values and conceptions will not restrict ere- not advance knowledge in any meaningful ability that the concept will stimulate him
ative or innovative scholarship. Quite the sense. Knowledge is advanced when a cre~ to perceive some diflercnt kinds of general-
opposite. They will give support to such ativc mind perceives u new relationship, a izutions about human conflict and, perhaps,
scholarship by reducing the probability of new order where others saw only the old or- even fresh means for reducing conflicts. I
individual scholars being lorced to work in der or only chaos. The kinds of data ob- assume that all who ever thought about
isolation, without the intellectual stimula- tainable from all our methods of scholar- rhetorical activity in any way recognized
tion and support oi a community of which ship are important for the maximum stimu- that it goes on in some situation, but not
they are parts. The increasing fragment;!- lation of our imaginations and for the com- until Lloyd Bitzer thoroughly developed an
tion of our field with the conseciuent de- munication ol our visions, oimilarly, inter- mterestmg conception ol the 'rhetorical
crease in intellectual ground on which we action ot the varied kinds ol thinking that situation ^ were we stimulateci to see rhe-
can stand together and develop, poses are characteristic of the best scholars work- toric in some fresh ways and to begin to ask
threats to our continued existence and, even mg with each of these methods—the critical, some fresh and useful cjueslions about it.
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The concepts and theoretical ideas which

truly form the core of our field should be
' • d us to new and useful c

speakers, ( )nstantly evolving

1 for and I
frames of reference such as these. I wish that
I could report today that I have found dur-
ing this past year the major core concepts
and theoretical ideas for our field. I have

few of the thoughts that have come to me as
I have worried about the problem. I hope
these thoughts will suggest some of the

.s of q

during the past decade or two, is aware that

stant. However, I have discovered no gen-
eralizations which wiil help us to under-
stand why these occur or when they will oc-

with them more effectively.
Another concept that appears to have

rich possibilities for helping us to under-
stand these matters is the concept of struc-

The perceptual structures we carry about
with us are not static, of course. Some
change rapidly; some change slowly; some
apparently change little if at all. The con-
cept of perceptual structure appears to be
closely related to convention of expectation,
perhaps, in some senses, they are identical.
Consider the way in which individuals some-
times make sense out of what may appear
to be random stimuli, while at other times
they perceive no sense at all in those stimuli.
For example, for many years we believed
that there were certain principles of film
editing that could not be violated or the film
would be meaningless. However, when some
of the old principles of film editing have

was supposed to render a film sequence
meaningless or confusing for an audience—
such as a jump cut—we found that most
members of the audience were not confused
at all and had little difficulty in creating a
meaning. As a matter of fact, it now ap-
pears that it may be impossible to create a
meaningless film. To some degree, that is
also true of theatre. It is less true of dis-
cussion, public speaking, conversation, ra-
dio, or television, probably because con-

are so much better learned for

heart of our field and, even more important,
that they will stimulate some of you who are
more imaginative than I am to develop even
more important and critical concepts and
ideas about the core of our field.

In searching for the locus of our common
core, I was stirred again—as I have been
many times in the past^by the late Walter
Lippman whose legacy to our field has been
incalculable. More than half a century ago,
Lippman wrote about "the world outside
and the pictures in our heads.'" He ar-
gued persuasively that to understand human
behavior we must understand not man's ex-
ternal environment but, rather, that
"pseudo-environment" he has made for
himself inside his head to which his be-
havior is a response. This conception of
Lippman's is relevant to a very large por-
tion of the problems with which we in com-
munication are concerned. Nevertheless,
we see little effort to draw out its implica-
tions or to work cooperatively on finding
answers to the common questions which it
suggests.

The processes by which individuals form
these pictures in their heads must be funda-
mental to the concerns of all of us. They in-
volve the ways in which individuals process
information from what they hear and read
and see and what they sense in other ways,
the ways in which they perceive meanings
in those data, and the ways in which they
integrate those meanings into their concep-
tual schemes. If we are trying to learn or
help others learn to analyze speeches or
poems or plays or films in various ways; if
we are trying to understand the role of com-
munication in political processes, in judicial
processes, or in conflict resolution; if we are
trying to understand the effects of mass

prove the flow of communication in an of-
fice or a school system a fruitful theory of
the ways in which people process informa-
tion is vital. I have suggested elsewhere

great variety of fields have developed many
conceptions of structure, but the relation-
ship among these conceptions—if one exists
—is far from clear. It is not clear, for ex-
ample, if there is a relationship between the

thropologist, the cognitive psychologist, the
physiologist, and the literary or film critic.
What is reasonably clear is that structure,
in some senses at least, plays an important

noted in his exciting book on Languages of
the Brain, lor example.

Research on the conditions that influence
human memory has demonstrated the
Overriding importance of questions of
configuration; whether something is re-
membered is in large part a function of
the form and context in which it is ex-
perienced.'

In other words, the creation of the worlds in
our heads is dependent upon two types of

terms, message structures and perceptual
structures. Though the distinctions are
somewhat ambiguous between message and
perception, or structures that we sense and
structuring that we do, these concepts help
us to perceive communication in some fresh
and useful ways. One of my former students,
Joseph Anderson, has even suggested that
further insights can be stimulated if

perceptual structures down further. He
thinks that we might divide message
structures into conventional and idiosyn-
cratic; and perceptual structures into
archetypal, cultural, and personality struc-
tures—or, perhaps, anatomical, physiologi-
cal, and psychological. However we divide
them, he believes it can be useful to think

terface of perceptual and message struc-
tures; that is, at the interface of structures

thes for luch
and rigid. At one time, I thought

that the difference between forms which
could be perceived as meaningless and those
which could not be was due to the former's
dependence on language, the argument be-
ing that linguistic structure is so well learned

Chomsky and others have postulated—that
any form of communication depending
strongly on language can be rendered mean-
ingless for most people by violating the
grammar and syntax. However, as soon as
one thinks of poetry, this generalization
breaks down too. Linquistic rules can be
totally ignored and, so long as the reader or
listener believes that it is poetry he is being

and he will tend to perceive meaning. Given
the same stimuli without the expectation of
poetry, but rather the expectation of rhet-
torical discourse, the reader or listener will
perceive no meaning. This interaction of
prior learning and expectations may pro-
vide a key to many of the communication
questions which are yet unanswered.

The interaction of learning and expecta-

to suggest as at or related to the core ofapproached," all of us in communication integrate them to reshape the picture

A special aspect of information process-
ing that is especially relevant to all parts of
our field and, hence, seems to me to be a
core problem, is the way or ways in which
communication conventions change. Any-
one who has observed the shifts through the
years in the gestures and language which
are considered conventional for political

in this way may help us to discover strate-
gies for better tailoring instructional ma-
terials to the needs of individual students,
for preparing ourselves and others for more
efficient reading and listening. Understand-
ing the interaction between message and
perceptual structures may lead to ideas for
sharply reducing the misunderstandings

. It
cept that has been considered in only a very
shallow way by most of the teachers and
scholars in our field, except for those in
mass communication. This is the concept of
function. In much of our scholarship and
our teaching we have often analyzed the
purpose of some piece of discourse and then
asked how it worked, how its parts con-
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